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Theorem 1.
√

2 is irrational.

Proof.
Belief: Believe that

√
2 is rational (the opposite of what we’re hoping for). That means

we can pick integers a and b such that

a

b
=
√

2

and a
b

is written in reduced form. The important part about the fraction being reduced is
that a and b have no common factors (we will use this fact in a moment).

Algebra: Doing a little algebra, we get

a

b
=
√

2

a2

b2
= 2 (square both sides)

a2 = 2b2 (multiply both sides by b2).

Observation: a2 has exactly one factor of 2
We see that a2 has at least one factor of 2, since the line above says that a2 is equal to 2

times something. Could there be more factors of 2 hiding inside b2? No, because we picked
a and b specifically so that they wouldn’t have any common factors, which means a2 and b2

don’t have any common factors, either.
The Contradiction: Our contradiction arises when we ask how many factors of 2 a has.
Could a have no factors of 2? No, because then a2 (which is just a× a) would also have

no factors of 2, which contradicts our observation that a2 has exactly one factor of 2.
Could a have one or more factors of 2? No, because then a2 would have two or more

factors of two, which also contradicts our observation that a2 has exactly one factor of 2.
No matter how we answer this question about the number of factors of 2 in a, we are

wrong. Therefore, no such a can exist.
Conclusion: We started out believing that

√
2 was a rational number and ended up with

some paradoxical number a that can’t possibly exist. The only thing we can conclude is that
our belief was wrong. That is,

√
2 wasn’t really a rational number after all.


